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Use of conventional induction machines (IM) in adjustable

speed drives (ASD) has increased in recent years. Electronic

power processing has facilitated this increased use. The IM

is an inexpensive and robust machine, but when used as part of

an ASD, the cost of the system increases due to the inclusion

of the power electronic converter. By using a single frame

cascade induction machine (also referred to as a Brushless

Doubly-Fed Machine or BDFM), which was first introduced in

1907 by Hunt [1], in conjunction with a power electronic

converter, an alternative ASD system can be developed. The

BDFM allows lower overall system cost since the power

electronic converter is only required to process a fraction of

the total power. The bulk of the power is fed directly from

the 60 Hertz utility supply to the terminals of the machine.
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This thesis details the analysis of the EDFM by use of

computer simulation; the simulation is an updated detailed

model first described by Wallace et al. [8-9]. The program

gives time domain information on stator and rotor component

currents as well as mechanical shaft speed. Development of a

brushless castable rotor is presented. Design improvements to

the basic rotor are discussed by changing rotor loop spacing

and removal of rotor bars. Stator design is explored by

varying the span and distribution of a double layer winding

which allows two fields of different pole number to be

produced by one stator. Further, employment of two isolated

stator windings is discussed. Finally, predicted performance

of the machine by simulation is compared qualitatively with

actual machine measurements from a physical prototype to

highlight the use of the simulation as a design tool.
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Analysis and Design of the Brushless Doubly-Fed Machine

Chapter 1.

INTRODUCT ION

With the advent of power electronics, variable speed

control of induction machines (IMs) became possible. Most

industrial machines are induction machines which are

essentially single speed machines; the electrical supply

frequency determines the speed of the machine. Modern power

electronics allowed the development of variable frequency

sources which renders speed control possible for INs as shown

in Figure 1.1. The converter must be rated at greater than

100% of the machine rating due to the losses resulting from

the harmonics created in the frequency conversion process.

Further, the cost of the converter is generally a significant

multiple of the cost of the machine being driven. Such speed

control of INs has become feasible, but as a system the

advantage over DC machine drives in high torque low speed

applications is still marginal.

The wound rotor induction machine (WRIM) has been of some

use as a variable speed machine. Addition of secondary or

rotor resistance allows limited speed control at the expense

of power dissipation in the external resistance as heat. Slip

power recovery also provides speed control of the WRIM using
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Figure 1.1. Conventional Induction Machine Adjustable Speed
Drive System.

conventional IM depicted in Figure 1.1; slip power recovery

suffers due to the presence of the slip rings and graded

winding of the rotor the system is expensive, not robust.

The goal of induction machine speed control, then, is to

provide a machine with a robust nature similar to a squirrel

cage IM and to require small enough power electronic converter

to keep overall system cost and harmonic pollution to a

minimum.

A self-cascaded induction machine provides an alternative

to conventional IM speed control systems. Figure 1.2 shows a

cascaded induction machine system. Two WRIMs of different
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pole number operate on a single shaft. The utility 60 Hz

supply voltage excites the stator of one machine. The rotors

of the two machines are electrically connected; the relative

phase rotation of the two rotors is reversed as shown. The

stator winding of the second machine is then connected to a

set of resistors or a power electronic converter. The overall

system is analogous to a WRIM speed control. The cascaded IM

suffers from having two machines each having expensive graded

rotor windings. The self-cascaded IM comes from placing the

two induction machines in a common magnetic frame and

combining the two rotors into a castable design. Figure l.3a

and b depict such single frame self-cascaded machine systems.

The system possesses the advantage of the robust design of a

squirrel cage IM while permitting the use of a smaller power

electronic converter as part of the overall system.

2P Pole WRIM
Connection to
Resistors orB Power Electronic

Cp

From utilflIncoming Power

c.

a

e WRIM

Figure 1.2. Cascaded Induction Machine Speed Control
System.
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The single frame self-cascaded induction machine was

first proposed by Hunt [1] in 1907. It provided for brushless

speed control of an induction machine by replacing, in a

single frame, two separate induction machines having

electrically connected rotors of different pole number mounted

on a single shaft. When used with a bidirectional power

electronic converter, the self-cascaded machine has become

known as the Brushless Doubly Fed Machine (BDFM).

Creedy [2] and Broadway [3-4] made significant advances

to the designs of both the stator windings and the rotor

connections of the BDFM and also developed steady-state

circuit models. Cook and Smith [5-6] modeled the BDFM for

control and stability analyses. More recently, Wallace et al.

[8-9] have developed a comprehensive detailed model of the

machine to investigate its performance under all operating

conditions.

This latest analytical tool [8] does not attempt to

replace the previous work, but allows the user to observe

details of component performance and permits model design

changes that may enhance overall machine performance. The

detailed model provides time domain information on all stator

and rotor currents, electromagnetic torque, and shaft position

and speed. This simulation has been used as the basis for

work covered by this thesis; further developments to the

program are also included as part of this thesis [21]. Using

the capabilities of the model, design improvements for both



the rotors and stators of BDFMs will be developed; further,

results of the simulations will be compared qualitatively to

a proof-of-concept physical machine.

1.1. Literature Review

The references used in this thesis are given in the

Bibliography at the end of the text; the bibliography covers

all sources used. Chapters 3 and 4 include separate reference

sections. The reference numbers listed in those chapters

pertain only to the material in those respective chapters.

All references used in chapters 3 and 4 are included in the

comprehensive bibliography at the end of the text.

The BDFM was first proposed by Hunt [1]. The machine

incorporated two three-phase (3-4) sets of terminals on one

stator. The two 3-4 sets are of different pole numbers and

are mutually non-inductive. The original application for

Hunt's machine was as an adjustable speed motor. By supplying

fixed frequency 3-4 power to one set of terminals and

connecting a set of resistors to the second set of terminals

speed control, analogous to that of a wound rotor induction

machine, could be obtained.

The BIJFM also displays a synchronous mode of operation

when both sets of terminals are excited from 3- sources of

different frequency. Since sources of varying frequency were

not readily available at the time of Hunt and Creedy,



adjustable speed synchronous operation was not available to

them as an option.

Creedy [2] proposed several refinements to the BDFM based

on the use of a slot-star diagram to develop an understanding

of the currents necessary in the rotor to support the two

fields of different pole nunther produced by the stator.

Creedy suggested also some new types of stator windings.

However, his work primarily addressed designs for induction

modes of operation at distinct speeds (similar to pole

changing motors).

Broadway [3-4] proposed significant improvements in the

BDFM rotor. This work was based on the slot-star diagram to

produce a system of nested loops which would not require a

graded winding but would approach the simplicity and

robustness of a squirrel cage rotor. Broadway [3] also

proposed the use of a steady-state equivalent circuit for the

BDFM.

Cook and Smith [5-6] developed a dynamic model for the

BDFM based on its equivalence to two distinct induction

machines on one shaft. These authors showed that unstable

regions of operation existed and that appropriate controls

could stabilize the system in a synchronous mode.

Lauw [7] proposed the use of the BDFM as part of a system

for variable speed generation (VSG) . The system calls for the
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use of a bidirectional power electronic converter to exploit

the full advantages of the synchronous mode of operation.

This differed from previous applications which either used the

induction mode of operation with resistors on the second set

of 3- terminals as a speed control or used slip power

recovery as analyzed by Kusko and Somah [15]. Both of these

applications are similar to conventional wound rotor machine

applications.

Wallace et al. [8-9] developed a detailed simulation

model for the BDFN. The model is intended to supplement,

rat-her than replace, earlier models by Broadway [3-4] or Cook

and Smith [5-61. The detailed model yields time domain

analysis of machine currents (stator and rotor), mechanical

speed, and torque developed by the machine.

Detailed knowledge of practical machine performance is

still of limited availability. Work is presently underway in

the analysis of fields of the BDFM by Alexander [10]. The

detailed model is producing results on design modifications by

Rochelle et al. [11-12] . The results of that work are

directly included as part of this thesis. Finally, reduced

order modeling is proceeding by Li et al. [13-14] to

incorporate control strategies for enhanced BDFM performance;

the modeling differs from that of Cook and Smith [5-6] in that

the model is developed directly from a single frame machine

rather than two separate machines.



1.2. BDFM Fundamentals

Before elaborating on details of its analysis and design,

a discussion of the fundamentals of the BDFM is appropriate.

The BDFM is essentially an induction machine and its design

and operation are developments of those of conventional

induction machines. However, the presence of two stator

fields of different pole number and the exhibition of a

synchronous mode of operation in the doubly fed mode

complicate the analysis of the BDFM.

As stated, the stator winding for a BDFM (Figure 1.3) has

two sets of 3-4 terminals on the same magnetic frame. Hunt,

Creedy, and Broadway [1-3] claim that the windings for the 2P

(or power winding) and 2P (or control winding) may be

isolated electrically as shown in Figure l.3b; they go on to

detail ingenious "common" windings which will support currents

of the 2P pole supply and 2P pole supply simultaneously and

independently as shown earlier in Figure 1.3a. The purported

advantage of these windings is the increased usage of the

stator lamination slots. Since the two stator windings are of

different pole number, they are mutually non-inductive (except

through rotor coupling); currents in the terminals, therefore,

display a high degree of frequency separation. Currents of

the frequency, f, of the 2P pole supply do not appear in the

terminals of the 2P pole supply; similarly, currents of the

frequency, of the 2P pole supply do not appear in the

terminals of the 2P pole supply.
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When excited from a balanced 3-4) set the 2P pole winding

will produce an air gap magnetomotive force (MMF) as given by

NNFap = KpiapcoS(PpOs)
MMF, = KPi),cos(PPeS-27t/3) 1.1
NNFCP =

where

ap = Icos (ot)
= Icos(CO9t-27r/3) 1.2= Icos(ut2t/3)

In equation 1.1, K, corresponds to the peak turns of the

winding; apl and i, correspond to the terminal currents

of the 2P pole supply; P is the number of pole pairs of the
2P pole winding; and G2 is the angle (in radians) about the

stator. In equation 1.2, I, is the peak current for the 2P

pole terminal system; co is the angular frequency of the 2P

pole supply; and t is time. Equations 1.1 and 1.2 assume a

sinusoidal distribution of windings and neglect all harmonics

due to uneven air gap, field fringing, etc. By combining the

phase components of 1.1, the overall field produced by the 2P

pole set is given by

NNFP = 1.3
Figure l.4a shows the field for a 2P=6 pole stator, and f=60

Hz for two different instants in time; note that the wave is

forward traveling.

Similarly, when excited from a balanced 3-4) supply the

2P pole winding will produce an air gap F as given by

MMFac = KcIaccOS(PcOs)
MNF = KIcos(PO-21t/3) 1.4
MMFCC



where

11

1ac = Icos((Ot)
= Icos(cot27r/3) 1.5
= Icos(ot-27t/3)

Here K is the peak number of turns; 1ac' j1 and are the

terminal currents of the 2P pole supply, and P is the number

of pole pairs of the control winding. Note the relative phase

rotation for the control winding is opposite to that of power

winding; the total MMF for the control winding is then

MMFC = 1.6

Figure l.4b shows the field for a 2P=2 pole stator, where

fc10 Hz for two different instants in time; note that the

wave travels in the opposite direction of the 2P=6 pole

field. The total air gap MMF due to the stator winding is the

sum of equations 1.3 and 1.6

4FO = Kr,Ip(3/2)cos(cOpt-Pp9s)
+KI(3/2) cos (Ot+Pe) 1.7

Thus, total air gap MMF has two components which are contra-

rotating. The superposition of Figures l.4a and l.4b yield

the air gap MMF due to the stator as shown in Figure l.4c.

In order to meet a steady-state synchronous mode of

operation, the fields produced by the rotor must be capable of

supporting fields of both pole numbers produced by the stator.

In synchronous operation, current of only one frequency must

flow in the rotor. Appropriate design of the rotor must

produce a field which will couple with both the field from the

2P pole stator and the 2Pc pole stator which rotates in the

opposite directions. For example, for a BDFM where 2P=6 and
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2P=2, the first spatial harmonic and third spatial harmonic

will travel in opposite direction in order to synchronize with

the stator fields. The details for the design will be given

in Chapter 3.

1.3. Highlights of the BDFM System

The advantages of the BDFM become apparent when viewing

the BDFM as a system as shown in Figure 1.3a. First, torque

produced by an IM is in proportion to the number of poles of

the machine. The torque produced by the BDFM then, will be in

proportion to the poles of the system's components at any

given synchronous speed, for similar levels of currents in the

separate components; the fraction of torque produced by the

2P pole side will be P/(PP) while the fraction of torque

produced by the 2P pole side will be P/ (PP) . By selecting

P>P the bulk of torque (and therefore power) will be

transferred by the 2P pole supply which requires no power

electronic processing. Thus, in theory, the overall size and

cost of the power electronic converter may be reduced. In

conventional ASDs the converter cost is the most significant

cost of the overall system. Reduced converter sizing realizes

another advantage of the BDFM system; the reduced converter

size will put less harmonic pollution onto the utility supply

than conventional IM drives where 100% of the input power

requires electronic processing. The frequency separation

between the 2P and 2P pole terminals also points to a good

power quality for the BDFM. By appropriate control of the 2P

pole winding in synchronous mode, the power factor of the
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system may also be controlled; the BDFM may be controlled in

a fashion analogous to a synchronous machine in that reactive

power may be absorbed or produced as required to produce a

desired power factor. The BDFM does not require a costly

speed signal feedback to maintain synchronous operation

similar to a conventional synchronous machine.
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Chapter 2
DEVELOPMENT OF BDFM DESIGN TOOLS

The work described in this paper required the development

of two unique tools. The first tool is the computer program

"BDFM" a detailed simulation of the BDFM. The second tool

is the slot-star diagram a composite polar graph of

idealized air gap NNF vs. rotor current for the BDFM.

Program "BDFW' is a detailed model of the BDFM as

outlined in references [8] and [9] and as developed further

during the course of this work. The simulation gives time

domain analysis of the electrical and mechanical performance

parameters of the BDFM. The program models a 2P(=6) pole and

2P(=2) pole stator with a Pp(=4) pole rotor which matches

a proof-of-concept machine. Output of the simulation gives

stator and rotor currents, mechanical position and speed, and

electromagnetic torque performance. Program "BDFM" may also

be used to simulate design changes to the original machine.

The simulation allows the investigation of the effects of

potential modifications to the machine before costly changes

to the experimental machine are made.

The slot-star diagram reveals information regarding the

contra-rotating fields and their interaction with the rotor.
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Air gap fields produced by the stator are the superposition of

the fields produced by the 2P pole stator and 2P pole stator;

the resulting field is rather complex. The slot-star diagram,

as outlined below, is a plot of air gap MMF vs. rotor bar

current. Study of the diagram is then used to determine

possible rotor connections.

2.1. The Detailed Model -- Program "BDFM

Program "EDFM" was developed as described in references

[8] and [9]. The program models a 2P=6 pole and 2P=2 pole

stator system which is the basis of an experimental laboratory

machine. The machine consists of a 36 slot rotor and 44 bar

rotor. The windings of the stator are connected to form nine

coil groups; each coil group constitutes an independent energy

storage element and, therefore, form nine electrical states of

the simulation program. The rotor is divided into four

symmetric nests, each of which span 90 degrees of the rotor;

each nest is composed of six loops which "nest" inside each

other. Each rotor loop (4 nests of 6 loops) forms an

independent electrical state which make a total of 24

additional electrical states. A general layout of the machine

is given in Figure l.3a. Program "EDFM" is also able to

incorporate different stator and rotor configurations (i.e.

isolated stator windings, rotors with different numbers of

loops, etc.); for illustrative purposes, discussion is limited

here to a common winding stator layout with a 4 nest rotor

where each nest contains 6 loops.
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Kirchoff's Voltage Law (KVL) is applied to each of the 33

coils (9 stator coils plus 24 rotor coils) to form the

governing equations for the program "BDFM." The equations, in

matrix form, are of the form

[V] = [Z] [II 2.1

where [VI (dim=33*1) represents the input voltages, [Z]

(dim=33*33) is the machine impedance matrix, and [IJ

(dim=33*1) is the current vector.

Two mechanical states (rotor speed and rotor position)

complete the model for program "EDFM." The differential

equations for the mechanical states are given by

pe =

p 1 / J * ((T T1) + B * CO} 2.2

In equation 2.2, e is rotor angular position, Co is the rotor

angular speed, J is the rotor inertia, B is a damping

coefficient associated machine and load, and Te and T1 are the

electromagnetic and load torque respectively.

2.1.1. Electrical Equations
As stated above, KVL is applied to the 33 coils of the

machine to form the governing equations for program "BDFM."

The form for the governing equation for any general loop k is

given by

Vk rkik + ±3(rJkiJ) +
j *k

p(Lkik (Mi)) 2.3
jk



The first two terms on the right hand side of equation

2.3 constitute resistive voltage drops in the given coil k due

to current k and any common current (i.e., rotor endring

current components) i; the calculation of the resistances

involved is straightforward. The third term of equation 2.3

represents the voltage drop of the self-inductance of the coil

k. The final term of equation 2.3 is due to the mutual

inductance between loops k and j; in general, Mk is a function

of rotor position, 8 (which, in turn, is a function of time).

Calculation of the self and mutual inductance terms is

described in reference [8].

In order to see the effect of the time varying mutual

inductances on the electrical equations, it is convenient to

repartition matrix {Z] of equation 2.1 as follows:

Zir
[Z] = 2.4

Zr. Zrr

Matrix Z1 and Z are the "self" impedances of the stator and

rotor, respectively; the dimension of Z.. is 9*9 while the

dimension of Z is 24*24. These two machine matrices are not

time varying.

Matrices Z.r and are the "mutual" impedances from

stator to rotor and rotor to stator, respectively; the

dimension of Zir j 9*24 while the dimension of Zr. is 24*9.

Note also that Zr. is the transpose of Z.r, that is

[Zr.] = [Z.r]t 2.5
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These two matrices contain the time varying portion of the

mutual inductances of the system. Applying the derivative

operation to equation 2.3, the relation becomes

Vk rkik rkik Lpi
j k

+ ((Mi) +ipMJk) 2 . 6
j *k

Further, by the chain rule of differentiation

PMJk = aMJk/ae * aO/at
= aMk/ae * 2.7

Thus, equation 2.6 becomes

Vk = rkik + rJkiJ + Lkpik
j*k

+ laMJk/e * 0) + ±MJkpiJ 2.8
jk

In matrix form, the sum of all coil equations of the form of

equation 2.8 can be written

[VJ = ([R + aM/ae * 0)] + [M]p} * [I] 2.9

2.1.2. Neutral Connection between Excitation Systems

Using a power electronic converter to feed the 2P pole

terminals of the BDFM takes advantage of the frequency

isolation between the 2P and 2P pole terminals. Currents of

the frequency of the 2P pole voltage supply do not appear in

the terminals of the 2P pole supply; similarly, currents of

the 2P pole voltage supply do not appear in the terminals of

the 2P pole supply. Modeling the 2P pole and 2P pole

sources as wye connected supplies poses a difficulty: if the

two sources are at the same ground or reference potential,
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circulating (or zero sequence) currents may flow between them.

Modeling the supplies as delta connected sources does not

allow a mathematically unique application of voltage to the

individual coil groups for the common connection shown in

Figure 1.3a. Such circulating currents would inaccurately

model the isolation between the two supplies. The system

modeling must account for this fact, otherwise program "BDFM1'

will show circulating currents of the two voltage supplies

flowing between the supplies which would not be present in a

real physical system. A solution to the problem of modeling

the real physical system would appear to be addition of a high

resistance in the connection of the neutrals of the two

independent three phase wye-connected supplies as shown in

Figure 2.1; the resistance would act as a current limiter to

isolate the two sources. However, addition of a resistance

element in the neutral affects the time constants of the

circuits which comprise the machine model. For the numerical

methods used, this may lead to numerical instabilities in the

computation unless the time step for the numerical integration

is substantially decreased. A smaller time step, in turn,

will increase the run time to an impractical extent; numerical

error from truncation and round off could begin to become a

problem with decreasing integration timestep.

The solution to modeling of a finite neutral impedance

lies in the addition of both resistance and inductance in the

neutral link between the two voltage sources. The current in

the neutral link is a combination of the stator currents;
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thus, the addition of another energy element does not result

in the addition of another state to the simulation equations.

Overall run time for the simulation remains the same as if no

neutral impedance had been added; the time step for

integration can also remain the same.

Figure 2.1. Connection of Neutral Impedance.

2.1.3. Modes of BDFM Operation

2.1.3.a. Induction Mode

The basic mode of operation of the BDFM is the singly fed

or induction mode. The machine is started by applying power

to the 2P pole system 60 Hz utility supply while the 2P

terminals are short circuited. The machine then runs up to a

normal 2P pole induction machine speed (i.e., a synchronous

speed, c, minus slip due to load torque) where

f1/(P) * 60 (rpm) 2.10

Other types of induction mode operations exist. The 2P pole

terminals may be excited, as before, with the 2P pole

terminals left open; simulation of the open terminals is

accomplished by addition of large resistance and inductance in

the phases in question similar to the process for the neutral
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link impedance between the voltage sources. Finally, the

excitation process may be reversed (i.e., excite the 2P pole

terminals and either short or open the 2P9 pole terminals).

Only the excitation of the 2P pole terminals is considered of

practical importance; other modes are considered only for

correlation with the proof-of-concept machine.

2.1.3.b. Synchronous Mode

The mode of operation of primary interest for the BDFM is

the synchronous mode. In simulation, the machine is started

from standstill with the 2P pole supply (60 Hz) connected and

the 2P pole terminals shorted together as in the basic

induction mode. As the rotor nears synchronous speed of a

2(PP) pole machine, the 2P pole voltage source is applied.

The rotor speed then reaches synchronous speed of

Co (f f)/(p + * 60 (rpm) 2.11

2.1.4. Torque ExpressiOn

Program "BDFM" must simulate the interaction of the

mechanical and electrical systems. To accomplish this, an

expression for electromechanical torque was developed for

program NEDFM. The program assumes a linear magnetic system;

an expression for torque is given in reference [8] where the

coenergy and energy of the electromagnetic fields are equal.

The expression is given as the scalar product of the matrix

multiplication:

Te = [IR]t[aM/ae] [Is] 2.12
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2.1.5. Capabilities

As discussed, program "BIJFM" is a highly detailed

simulation of the electrical quantities of the BDFM of Figure

1.1. The program may produce time domain results of all nine

stator coils; the program also produces the time domain

results of the currents in the 2P and 2P pole terminals. The

program also yields the time domain results for JJ 24 rotor

loop currents. The rotor currents are not directly measurable

in physical machines.

Another capability of the program is the ability to

produce time domain analysis of the torque contributions of

any individual coil group on the machine. Equation 2.12 is

the expression for the electromechanical torque. If the

matrix multiplication in 2.12 is carried out as

Te = [IR1tC[M/ae1 [IJ) 2.13

the final multiplication will produce a summation of 24

components; each component corresponds to the contribution to

total torque of one coil on the rotor. If the matrix

multiplication in 2.12 is carried as

Te = {[IR]t[M/aO]}[IS1 2.14

the final multiplication will produce a summation of nine

components; each component corresponds to the contribution to

total torque of one coil on the stator. The simulation

results of the torque components show how torque distributes

among the individual coils of the machine; the results point

to areas of the machine where design changes should be made in

order to distribute the torque more effectively. Chapter 3
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makes extensive use of this information to develop an enhanced

rotor design for the BDFN.

2.1.6. Steady-State Analysis

For various simulations, information on the final steady-

state operating characteristics is of interest. Processing

routines external to program "BDFW are necessary for this.

Available routines produce root-mean-square (RNS) and average

values for the time domain signals of all stator and rotor

currents, rotor speed, rotor torque contributions, overall

torque, and active as well reactive power components. RNS

values of currents show the effective output currents while

the average values of currents give an indication of any

offset currents flowing. Average values of speed and all

torques show the mechanical output of the machine while PNS

values for the speed and torques indicate the amount of ripple

in the mechanical output. These results, as well as stator

and rotor copper losses, mechanical power output, and overall

efficiency are tabulated and yield a post-simulation analysis

of machine performance; a sample output is given in Table 2.1.

Additionally, routines are available which give information on

harmonic content of the machine currents as well as the total

harmonic distortion (THD).
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Table 2.1. Sample of Steady-State Analysis.

ORIGINAL ROTOR; SINGLE LAYER 6 POLE; DOUBLE LAYER 2 POLE
# OF 6 POLE TURNS = 28; # OF 2 POLE TURNS = 15
6 POLE RESISTANCE = 0.8667 OHMS; 2 POLE RESISTANCE = 1.7324 OHMS
Tload = 30 N-rn
Vcp = 15; Freq = 3 Hz
J = 0.2

STATOR LOSSES: 497.0582
ROTOR LOSSES: 550.6688

LOOP 1 LOSSES: 0.4389590
LOOP 2 LOSSES: 2.762737
LOOP 3 LOSSES: 6.552203
LOOP 4 LOSSES: 10.06186
LOOP 5 LOSSES: 14.20516
LOOP 6 LOSSES: 14.21916

SIX POLE AVERAGE POWER: 3644.435
SIX POLE AVERAGE REACTIVE POWER: 1280.085
SIX POLE APPARENT POWER: 3862.709
TWO POLE AVERAGE POWER: 172.1334
TWO POLE AVERAGE REACTIVE POWER: 139.6508
TWO POLE APPARENT POWER: 221.6580
POWER OUTPUT: 2774.067
POWER INPUT: 3821.794
EFFICIENCY: 0.7258547

9. 254 274
9.854242 SIX POLE STATOR RMS CURRENTS
9.980217
6. 968278
6.960451 TWO POLE STATOR RMS CURRENTS
6. 969386
71.36733 7.0738412E-02
167.5891 0.5774646
243.5749 1.391063 NEST 1 RI4S LOOP CURRENTS
286.1658 2.198661 AND AVERAGE TORQUE COMPONENTS
323.9873 2.767268
440.3260 0.7014112
71.44662 7.2883733E-02
167.8770 0.5907840
244.0771 1.415135 NEST 2 RMS LOOP CURRENTS
287.1753 2.223084 AND AVERAGE TORQUE COMPONENTS
325.6058 2.771971
444.3746 0.7041037
71.36484 7.0733994E-02
167.5994 0.5775136
243.5646 1.391019 NEST 3 RNS LOOP CURRENTS
286.1950 2.198789 AND AVERAGE TORQUE COMPONENTS
323.9917 2.767166
440.3455 0.7014446
71.44350 7.2889850E-02
167.9023 0.5908651
244.0604 1.415522 NEST 4 RMS LOOP CURRENTS
287.1833 2.222367 AND AVERAGE TORQUE COMPONENTS
325.5897 2.771362
444.3965 0.7040763
89.57966 AVERAGE ROTOR SPEED (RAD/SEC)
30.96760 AVERAGE ELECTROMAGNETIC TORQUE
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2.2. Slot-Star Diagram

References [2] and [3] allude to the use of a "slot-star"

diagram. It is necessary to understand this diagram and its

function in order to use it for design of the BDFM rotor.

Several examples of the formulation of slot-star diagrams will

be given. The slot-star diagrams for two current forced

rotors (two and four pole) will be developed. An example of

a 24 bar rotor will then be developed for "ideal" sinusoidal

applied fields. Finally, the slot-star diagram for a 24 bar

BDFM rotor will be developed.

Consider first a two slot, two conductor rotor as shown

in Figure 2.2a; Figure 2.2b shows a plot of ampere conductors

vs. rotor angle (in electrical radians). Figure 2.2c shows a

plot of MNF vs. rotor angle for the same configuration. Note

1

1

Figure 2.2a. 2 Conductor, 2 Pole Example (Rotor).
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Figure 2.2b. Two Conductor, Two Pole Example; Current
Distribution vs. Rotor Angle.
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2.2c. Two Conductor, Two Pole Example; MNF vs.
Rotor Angle.
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Figure 2.2d. Two Conductor, Two Pole Example; Slot-Star
Diagram.
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that the MNF is zero where there is a nonzero current and

there is zero current where there is nonzero MMF. Figure 2.2d

is the slot-star diagram for this configuration. The diagram

is a plot of current distribtuion (y-axis from Figure 2.2b) on

the x-axis and MNF (from Figure 2.2c) on the y-axis.

Consider next a four slot, four conductor rotor as shown

in Figure 2.3a; Figures 2.3b and 2.3c show the corresponding

current distribution vs. rotor angle and M1IF vs. rotor angle

f or this configuration. The slot-star diagram for this

configuration is shown in Figure 2.3d. The slot star diagram

for this configuration appears to be the same as that

Figure 2.3a. 4 Conductor, 4 Pole Example (Rotor).
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Figure 2.3b. 4 Conductor, 4 Pole Example; Current
Distribution vs. Rotor Angle.
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Figure 2.3c. 4 Conductor, 4 Pole Example; F vs. Rotor
Angle.
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Figure 2.3d. 4 Conductor, 4 Pole Example; Slot-Star
Diagram.
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for the two slot two conductor example. Closer inspection of

the arrangement reveals that the pattern in Figure 2.3d

repeats itself twice; the repetition is due to the fact that

the machine in Figure 2.3a is a four pole machine. The slot-

star diagram is then a plot of MMF vs. current distribtion for

a given rotor configuration.

Consider now a 24 slot, 24 conductor rotor as shown in

Figure 2.4a. In this case, an ideal sinusoidal two pole F

pattern surrounds the rotor. With this configuration, the

current distribution that supports this MMF leads the F by

90 degrees as shown in Figures 2.4b and 2.4c. The slot-star

diagram for this is given in Figure 2.3d; the diagram is

divided into 24 equally spaced vectors.

1

Figure 2.4a. 24 Conductor Rotor Example.

2

1
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Figure 2.4b. 24 Conductor Rotor Example; Currrent
Distribution vs. Rotor Angle (Two Pole).

2

Figure 2.4c. 24 Conductor Rotor Example; MMF vs. Rotor
Angle (Two Pole).

-ES -1 -.S G .5 1 1.5

Figure 2.4d. 24 Conductor Rotor Example; Slot-Star
Diagram (Two Pole).
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Next, assume an ideal sinusoidal six pole MMF pattern

surrounds the rotor shown in Figure 2.4a. Again the current

distribution that supports this MMF leads the MMF by 901(62)

mechanical degrees as shown in Figures 2.5a and 2.5b. The

slot-star diagram is given in Figure 2.5c; the diagram is now

divided into 8 equally spaced vectors. The pattern is,

however, repeated three times corresponding to the 2P=6 pole

pattern. Note also that the pattern "rotates" in the opposite

direction since the 2P=6 and 2P=2 pole fields are contra-

rotating.

The resultant diagrams for the BDFN are the superposition

of the patterns for the 2P and 2P pole machines. Figures 2.6a

and 2 . 6b show the current distribution vs. rotor angle and MMF

vs. rotor angle for the BDFM; both patterns show a first and

third spatial harmonic for the 2P=6 and 2P=2 pole stators.

The slot-star diagram is given in Figure 2.6c. The diagram

now appears as a plot with four lobes corresponding to the

four poles of the rotor.

Study of Figure 2.6a shows the current distribution in

the rotor which will best support contra-rotating 2P=6 pole

and 2P=2 pole fields for the example. How then should the

rotor bars be connected to maintain both stator fields?

Program "BDFM" simulated an ordinary squirrel cage rotor to

see if the end rings could act as nodes to distribute the

currents necessary to support both fields. The results showed
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Figure 2.5a. 24 Conductor Rotor Example; Current
Distribution vs. Rotor Angle (Six Pole).
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Figure 2.5b. 24 Conductor Rotor Example; MM? vs. Rotor
Angle (Six Pole).
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Figure 2.5c. 24 Conductor Rotor Example; Slot-Star
Diagram (Six Pole).
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Diagram (BDFN).
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that the machine would operate as an ordinary 2P pole

machine; there was no tendency to synchronize when operated in

the doubly-fed mode. Thus, the simulation showed that some

physical constraint in the connection of the rotor would be

required in order to support both the 2P pole and 2P pole

stator fields.

In order to make a BDFM rotor, bars of equal magnitude

but opposite signed currents could be connected. Two possible

rotor connections arise: a connection where all loops span

1800 of the rotor or progressive spans as shown in Figure

2.7a; and a connection where the loops "nest1' inside each

other as shown in Figure 2.7b. Of these, the progressive span

connection was bypassed due to the numerous overlaps shown in

4'

I 4 8 12 16 20 24 Conductor
Numbers

(b) Nested Loops

Figure 2.7. Possible Rotor Connections for one Phase.
a. Progressive Loops
b. Nested Loops
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the end turns; such a connection could only be realized by a

graded winding. The nested configuration of Figure 2.7b,

however, does lend itself to being die cast.

In order for the machine to synchronize, the rotor field

must travel with respect to the rotor. The connection shown

in Figure 2.7b produces a wave which will pulsate but will not

travel with respect to the rotor. Addition of another phase"

would allow a traveling wave to be produced by the rotor

currents. Slot conflicts, however, appear to prevent the

addition of another phase since all of the 24 slots are used.

The effectiveness of a given loop is given by

Effectiveness = Ic/n * cos(n(ir-O)/2) 2.15

where Ic is the peak magnitude of the effectiveness factor

(taken here as 1.0 per unit), n is the number of pole pairs of

the system, and 8 is span of the loop in radians. Table 2.1

gives the effectiveness of each loop to torque production to

the 2P=6 pole system and to the 2P=2 pole system. The

results show that loops spanning 1200 do not contribute to the

6 pole system. Further, loops spanning 150° do not contribute

a significant amount of torque. Removal of these loops allows

the addition of a second phase displaced by 90° as shown in

Figure 2.8a. Removal of 180° loops further eliminates

crossovers and the rotor retains a die castable form; the

final minimized rotor is shown in Figure 2.8b. This is the
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(b) Minimised Rotor

(c) Castable Rotor

Figure 2.8. Elementary Rotors.
a. Fabricated Rotor.
b. Minimized Rotor.
c. Castable Rotor.
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basic nested loop design developed by Broadway [3] as shown in

Figure 2.8c.

Table 2.2. Loop-Span Effectiveness Factors

Loop #

1 2 3 4 5 6

Span Angle
Degree

30.0 60.0 90.0 120.0 150.0 180.0

2-Pole
Factor

0.26 0.50 0.71 0.87 0.97 1.00

6-Pole
Factor

-0.24 0.33 -0.24 0.0 0.24 0.33

Program "BDFM extended the 24 bar example to that of a

44 bar rotor for simulation. Simulation results and further

design modification will be given in Chapter 3. The

development of the 24 bar rotor example above is taken from

reference [11], which is repeated as Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3

ROTOR MODELING MD DEVELOPMENT FOR

BRUSHLESS DOUBLY-FED MACHINES

Patrick Rochelle Alan Wallace Rene Spée

Department of Electrical Engineering
Oregon State University
Corvallis, OR 97331-3211

Abstract

The basic principles of brushless doubly-fed machine

(BDFN) synchronous operation are used to establish the

essential components of the configuration and alternative

types of construction are examined. Certain forms, which

appear to be physically realizable only with wound or

fabricated rotors, are dismissed in favor of others which may

be fabricated or die-cast in a manner similar to the cage

rotors of conventional induction machines.

A detailed simulation model is used to predict the

performance of a proof-of-concept laboratory machine in a

motoring mode which has been correlated with test data.

Various developments and options of the rotor configuration

are then examined for relative performance at two different



speeds using the modeling techniques. The design features

considered include (i) alternative interpretations of the

nested-loop configuration requirement, (ii) number of rotor

loops per nest, (iii) location (span) of rotor loops, and (iv)

conductor section of specific rotor bars and end rings.

3.1. Introduction

Electronically controlled adjustable speed drives (ASD)

are being installed in industrial applications in increasing

numbers and drives based on ac motors are rapidly supplanting

those employing dc motors. However, by a very large

percentage, the majority of all industrial, commercial and

domestic motors operate at approximately fixed speed.

Similarly, in generation, the fixed speed synchronous

generator provides the bulk of energy supplied to the power

grids of the world. Although there are many sources which

could be more effectively and efficiently converted if

variable speed generation (VSG) were to be employed, this

situation is unlikely to change in the near future.

The potential move away from fixed-speed systems to ASD's

and VSG's is hindered by the fact that the speed of ac

machines is tied to their frequency. Frequency conversion by

power electronics, which has made great technical progress in

recent years, has two major obstacles preventing its more

widespread application. First, the cost of electronic power

converters is generally significantly greater than that of the

machines they control. Second, the electronic power
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converters pollute the power supply system with harmonic

components of voltage and current. Solutions to the problem

of harmonics, such as line reactors, parallel filters, active

filters (current injection), and sophisticated control

converters, all serve to compound the high capital cost

problem. Thus, it is important to investigate potential

methods of minimizing the ratings (and, hence, costs) of

converters.

Three studies, recently completed for the U.S. Department

of Energy [1-3], came to the common conclusion that a self-

cascaded machine similar in concept to that first described by

Hunt [4] was worthy of consideration for ASD's and VSG's.

Long before the development of any form of power electronic

conversion, the self-cascaded machine is reported to have

found widespread application where speed changing was

required. The concept was refined by Creedy [5] and further

developed for high speed generation by Broadway [61. One

major requirement for high speed operation is a robust, and

preferably simple, rotor construction, as outlined in the

latter paper. More recent work on applications of self-

cascaded machines [7,8] has concentrated on operation in the

slip-energy recovery mode of operation without examining

thepotential of the device when operating with more advanced

bi-directiona.l converters.

The stator windings of a self-cascaded machine are

configured to provide two sets of three-phase terminals. One
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set, which produces a 2 P, pole flux pattern within the

machine, is to be connected directly to the 60 Hz power supply

system. The second set of terminals, which produces a 2 P,

pole flux pattern, is connected to a power converter of

adjustable voltage and adjustable frequency. The resulting

configuration, as shown in Fig. 3.1, is called a brushless

doubly-fed machine (BDFM) system. The perceived advantage of

this configuration over more conventional motors and

generators is that the bulk of the power flows directly

between machine and power system. Consequently, the rating of

the required converter, and hence its cost and its harmonics,

should be a small percentage of that required if all the

machine power requires processing. The concepts behind this

perception are outlined in a recent paper [9].

Several publications have addressed the operation and

control of the BDFM [10,11] but no design improvements have

been reported since the 1970's [12] . However, two recent

papers have presented an extremely detailed circuit model for

the BDFM [13] and have used the model to predict both

induction mode and synchronous mode operating performance

[14]. Although it requires significant computing capacity,

this detailed model is proving to be a most valuable design

tool and is used extensively in the present paper to examine

design alternatives to BDFM rotors. Another paper [15]

addresses the problems of BDFM stator designs using the same

model.
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POWER SYSTEM

3-phase, 60 Hz

CONVENTIONAL
CONVERTER
(25% rating)

3-phase

5
adjustable

DUAL-POLE STATOR,
NESTED-CAGE ROTOR MACHINE

Figure 3.1. Brushless Doubly-Fed Machine System.
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3.2. Basic Requirements of BDFM Rotors

The BDFM can be considered as having a stator with two

sets of three-phase windings. The power winding has 2 P

poles and is supplied at a frequency of f (60 Hz from power

system) in an ABC sequence. The control winding has 2 P

poles and is supplied at a frequency of (adjustable from

converter) in either an abc or acb sequence; the latter will

be considered here. If P, P, ideally there is no direct

coupling between the power and control windings. As a result

of the stator conditions, a stationary observer sees two

counter-rotating fields of angular velocities

= 27tf/P and (O 2ltfc/Pcrad/sec 3.1

If the physical speed of the rotor is o, in the same

direction as wi,, and the rotor produces

(i) a field that rotates at co,, and

(ii) another field that rotates at co, (in the

opposite direction), both with respect to

the rotor, then, for doubly synchronous

operation

0) = 0pr and (Oc 0)r = (Ocr 3 .2

These conditions are shown diagrammatically in Fig. 3.2.
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Wcr Wc

Figure 3.2. Rotational Angular Velocities.

For these conditions to exist in a rotor without external

connections the currents producing the 0pr and COCr fields must

be induced by coupling from the corresponding stator fields.

Thus, the rotor circuits must appear to form both 2 P and 2

P pole patterns and have the capability of supporting

currents of displaced phases. Finally, if current of only one

frequency (fr) exists in the rotor, Equations (2) become

27tf/P (Or = 2ltfr/Pp

and

2ltfC/PC + (Or 2tfr/Pc

from which

= 21r(f + P) rad/sec 3.3
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3.3. Elementary Rotor Configurations

For an illustrative example, consider a rotor that

consists of 24 equally spaced conductors which is required to

produce both 2 P=2 pole and 2 P=6 pole field patterns. The

component currents responsible for the two different fields

are distributed in the conductors as shown in Fig. 3.3a and b.

The sum of these component currents results in the combined

distribution of Fig. 3.3c. Thus, it can be surmised that the

connection of the conductors must be such as to constrain the

currents in this manner. This can be done by connecting

conductors in which the currents are equal in absolute

magnitude but are of opposite value such that, for example,

conductor #2 could be connected to either conductor #12 or

conductor #14. The two most logical forms of this connection

requirement are shown in Fig. 3.4. Of these, the progressive

loop connection has multiple overlaps which can only be

constructed with an insulated winding. A simple fabrication

or die-cast process could not produce this configuration.

Consequently, it will not be considered further in this paper.

The concentric or nested-loop configuration has no overlapping

and, hence, may be amenable to the simpler and more cost

effective manufacturing techniques.



Rotor
4 8 12 16 20 24 Conductor

Numbers

(a) 2-Pole Current Distribution

(b) 6-Pole Current Distribution

(c) Combined Current Distribution

Figure 3.3. Rotor Conductor Current Distributions.



In order to produce fields that rotate with respect to

the rotor, an additional phase winding is required, physically

displaced from the first phase as shown in Fig. 3.5a. If this

system were to be constructed as a single layer configuration,

there would be many conflicts for slot space. However, loops

spanning 1200 do not contribute to the 6-pole field and,

consequently, can be omitted as indicated in the figure. If

the 150° span loops are removed also, the resulting

configuration can be fabricated. For a casting process it is

essential that loops do not overlap with the result that an

elementary 24 slot system would be configured as in Fig. 3 .5b.

This is essentially a four-bar cage with two internal loops,

as shown in Fig. 3.Sc. In practice more than 24 slots are

used for all but very small machines in order to reduce

leakage reactances.

[.

I 4 8 12 16 20 24 Conductor

Numbers
(b) Nested Loops

Figure 3.4. Possible Rotor Conductor Connections for One
Phase.



(a) Fabricated Rotor
- - - omitted loops

(b) Minimised Rotor

Cc) Castable Rotor

Figure 3.5. Manufacturable Elementary Rotors.
a. Fabricated Rotor.
b. Minimized Rotor.
c. Castable Rotor.

phase I

phase 2

phase 1

phase 2
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3.4. Practical Rotor Alternatives

3.4.1. Laboratory Machine

A proof-of--concept BDFM has been constructed for

laboratory experimentation using conventional induction motor

laminations. The rotor has 44 slots and the conductors are

configured in four identical nests of the form shown in Fig.

3.6, which utilizes every slot. This design is developed from

the rotor described by Broadway [6]. A basic guide to the

effectiveness of each of the loops in the nests can be

obtained from the loop-span factors for the 2-pole and 6-pole

field systems. These are shown in Table 3.1.

isolated
end- rings

common
end- ring

nest 4 nest I nest 2

- - - - - - - - - - - - -
654321 _oo p

No.

Figure 3.6. Proof-of-Concept Rotor (Reference Case).
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Table 3.1. Loop-Span Effectiveness Factors

Loop #

1 2 3 4 5 6

Span Angle
Degree

8.18 24.55 40.91 57.27 73.64 90

2-Pole
Factor

0.07 0.21 0.35 0.48 0.60 0.71

6-Pole
Factor

0.10 0.60 0.88 1.00 0.94 0.71

This table indicates the potential of each loop in

isolation but does not take into account interactions of the

loops. The detailed model [13] has been used to good effect

to compute the performance of the proof-of-concept machine

[14] . Consequently, considerable confidence was developed in

its use. One of the features of the model is that it

calculates the machine torque as the sum of the components

produced by each of the individual loops. The model also

allows the losses in the individual loops to be calculated

and, consequently, the overall effectiveness of each loop in

a particular configuration is determinable. The model has

been used to investigate the performance of the proof-of-

concept machine operating as a motor with 60 Hz applied to the

6-pole (power) winding, producing a 15 Nm torque and

overcoming friction. The 2-pole excitation is supplied from

a converter operating in the voltage source mode with V/f

control law. Two conditions were simulated for the study:
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3 Hz (12.5 v) or 10 Hz (35 V) connected to the 2-pole

(control) winding. From Equation (3) it is evident that these

conditions produce synchronous operations at 855 r/min and 750

r/min, respectively.

Computed torque contributions by the six ioops in one

nest are shown in Fig. 3.7 for both excitation frequencies

considered. These performance computations indicate that:

(i) the contributions of both of the inner loops of a nest

(i.e., 1 and 2 of Fig. 3.7) are small;

(ii) loops 3,4, and 5 are significantly more effective than

1 and 2;

(iii) loop 5 is the most effective; and

(iv) loop 6 has a small contribution to the torque, positive

for 10 Hz control frequency and negative at 3 Hz.

Using these findings as guidelines for development, a number

of modifications to the proof-of-concept rotor as well as

alternative configurations were evaluated by the computer

model. These were then compared with the proof-of-concept

machine as the reference case, using torque production and

efficiency as performance quality criteria.

In order to assure a basis for comparison, only rotor

configuration is changed in the following. For all cases

investigated, the stator excitation is left unchanged. Since

machine performance is associated with overall system

characteristics, further improvements will be achievable by



re-optimizing excitation levels and by adjusting stator

winding configurations [15].

- 0.006

0.004

E
0.002

Q)

o 0

I 2 3 4 5 6

loop no.

Figure 3.7. Proof-of-Concept Rotor Torque Distribution.

3.4.2 Alternative Rotor Configurations

It is suggested by the loop-span factors and the detailed

computer analysis for the proof-of-concept rotor that the

inner loops contribute little to the motor output.

Consequently, Alternative 1 and Alternative 2 considered the

removal of the innermost and two inner conductor loops,

respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.8a. In both these cases an

improvement of efficiency is indicated over the reference, as

shown in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2. Relative Machine Efficiencies

Machine
Efficiency

Rotor

Base 1 2 3 4

At 3 Hz 1.00 1.01 1.04 1.03 0.99

At 10 Hz 1.00 1.03 1.14 x 1.07

As was noted above, the contribution of the outer (6th)

loop of the nests is small. As an alternative to try to

improve this deficiency, bars are removed, as illustrated in

Fig. 3.8b. This alternative (#3) slightly improves

performance at 3 Hz, but at 10 Hz synchronism could not be

achieved for the imposed restraint on excitation.

An analysis of the computed ioop torque characteristics

for these alternatives and the indication of the loop-span

factors suggests that the most effective rotor loops are

located close to 60° (i.e., a full pitched coil for the 6-pole

system) . Consequently, Alternative 4 was selected to place

coils close to that position, as shown in Fig. 3.8c, with

effective spans of 40°, 50°, 60°, 70°, 80°, and 90°. While

slightly less effective at 3 Hz, this alternative provides for

improved performance at an excitation frequency of 10 Hz.
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I : : 1

(a)
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(b)
empty slots

- - removed conductor

----j--

Cc)

Figure 3.8. Alternative Rotor Configurations.
a. Alternatives 1 and 2.
b. Alternative 3.
C. Alternative 4.
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The results obtained from the study of the proof-of-

concept machine and Alternatives 1 through 4 indicate that

(i) loops located close to 600 are more effective;

(ii) wider loops contribute more at higher control

frequencies; and

(iii) common bars located at 90° do not contribute

significantly.

Based on these observations, more alternatives were

considered, ones which omit narrow loops and common bars.

Alternative 5, as shown in Fig. 3.9a is derived from the

proof-of-concept machine (Fig. 3.6) by removing both inner

loops and the bars located at 900. Improvements are achieved

for both excitation frequencies under consideration, as

illustrated in Table 3.3.

To investigate the effect of increasing loop-span by one

rotor slot pitch, Alternative 6 was considered, as indicated

in Fig. 3.9b. As might be expected, performance at 3 Hz is

slightly worse than for Alternative 5, but 10 Hz

characteristics are improved significantly. In order to

further investigate the effects of loop-span variations,

Alternatives 7 and 8, as shown in Figs. 3.9c and d, were

considered. These configurations are derived from Alternative

4 by removing the common bar, and for Alternative 8, by

providing an additional increase in loop span. As shown in
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Table 3.3. Relative Machine Efficiencies
-- No Common Bar

Machine
Efficiency

Rotor

Base 5 6 7 8

At 3 Hz 1.00 1.07 1.05 1.01 1.10

At 10 Hz 1.00 1.07 1.17 1.10 1.14

Table 3.3, while improving machine efficiency over the base

case, the latter two alternatives are not as desirable as

Alternative 6, which seems the best of the configurations

considered. Figure 3.10 shows the characteristics of

Alternative 6 for both excitation frequencies considered

(compare with Fig. 3.7 for the original rotor).

So far, machine efficiency has been used as a criterion

in judging the merits of alternative rotor configurations.

This is obviously not the only consideration in a rotor

design. The results of the computer simulation also provide

insight into parameters such as distribution of rotor

currents, torques, and losses among the loops (see Fig. 3.10).

This information can then also be considered when selecting a

rotor design.



(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.9. Alternative Rotc
Bar.
a. Alternative
b. Alternative
c. Alternative
d. Alternative

empty slots

r Configurations No Common

5.
6.
7.
8.
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Figure 3.10. Alternative 6 Rotor Torque Contributions

Obviously, rotor resistance is an important factor in

machine efficiency characteristics. Since the fabricated

proof-of-concept BDFM rotor has a poor slot-fill factor,

increasing rotor conductor cross section is a practical

alternative and will improve machine efficiency. However, a

reduction of rotor resistances also leads to a more poorly

damped system. This needs to be addressed by re-optimization

of the 2-pole excitation, which is beyond the scope of this

paper.

As stated previously, B]JFM design needs to take into

account system characteristics. Changing rotor configurations

need to go hand in hand with adjustments in stator design and

excitation to optimize stator/rotor interaction. This becomes



evident when comparing the rotor losses for the various

alternatives listed in Table 3.4 with the line-to-shaft

efficiencies reported.

While an overall efficiency consideration would favor

Alternative 6, Table 3.4 shows that Alternative 8 contributed

most to a decrease in rotor loss offset, however, by an

accompanying degradation in stator performance. Currently,

work is underway investigating the effects of stator winding

alternatives [15] which, coupled with the conclusions drawn

form the work reported here, will aid the authors in pursuing

an optimized BDFN system design.

Table 3.4. Relative Rotor Losses

Rotor
Losses

Rotor

Base 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

At 3 Hz 1.00 0.94 0.94 0.85 0.98 0.74 0.97 0.89 0.89

At 10 Hz 1.00 0.91 0.76 x 0.81 0.90 0.75 0.86 0.73

3.5. Conclusions and Comments

Even more so than for conventional electrical machines,

modifications to the design of a BDFN rotor need to be

coordinated with complementary activities for the stator;

i.e., it is essential to develop the EDFM as a system. The

work described in this paper has attempted to explore the

effects of trends in rotor designs rather than develop an

"optimized" design for a particular application. The many
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interacting features of a machine containing three different

pole configurations make design a difficult compromise. In

addition, a number of significant operational features have

yet to be addressed. These include: nonlinear effects

(magnetic saturation and conductor skin effects); operation

over wide ranges of speed (control current frequency);

intrinsic stability and control current magnitude; mechanical

interactions with loads; designs for machines requiring more

widely spaced pole numbers (P > Pa); compromises needed for

induction mode operation.

Accepting the above limitations and caveats, the work

described in this paper indicates the following:

1. The detailed model presented in the previous paper [13]

is a useful tool for exploring the contributions of

different rotor components.

2. Unlike the cage of an induction motor, the bars of a BDFM

rotor should not be distributed homogeneously around the

rotor; in particular, loops which span less than 300 of

the smaller pole number should be omitted.

3. Rotor loops that are closest in span to the pitch of the

higher pole number are the most effective (in torque

production) and the most efficient (in torque production

per unit loss)

4. The contributions to the performance of the machine from

the outermost possible ioop (or basic cage system) are

insignificant at low control winding frequencies but

increase substantially with frequency.



5. Acceptable BDFM rotors can be developed which will lend

themselves to mass production by casting. More complex

designs that could be produced only by fabrication need

to be investigated for their merits compared with the

castable designs.
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Recent developments in power electronic converters have

renewed interest in the doubly-fed connection of the self-

cascaded or concatenated induction machine. These brushless

doubly-fed machines (BDFM) utilize die-cast cage rotors and

have the potential to provide economical alternatives to

regular induction machines in the areas of variable speed

generation, pumped storage and adjustable speed drives.

Working laboratory prototypes have been constructed to provide

both a proof-of-concept and a baseline for design development.

Current work described in this paper is addressing

improvements in machine design based on alternatives for the

stator winding. Working within the framework set by stator

geometry and the cage rotor design of the proof-of-concept
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machine, the paper investigates the effects of various design

strategies, such as varying the coil span, unconventional

winding distribution, providing alternative connections, or

incorporating two electrically isolated stator windings.

The paper presents results derived from a detailed design

model, to investigate conductor loss distribution between

stator and rotor, frequency separation of the two winding

systems, and maximum torque production as a function of

machine kVA. These performance parameters are investigated at

two discrete synchronous speeds.

4.1. Introduction

The use of a self-cascaded machine in conjunction with a

bi-directional converter can offer a number of advantages over

conventional induction machines in adjustable speed drive

applications [lj . These advantages include tolerance to power

converter failure, synchronous operation without speed signal

feedback, controllable power factor, and reduced harmonic

pollution. Moreover, depending on the requirements of the

application, a reduction in converter rating and cost can be

achieved.

Proof-of-concept systems have illustrated the potential

of the brushless doubly-fed machine (BDFM) in variable speed

generation (VSG) and adjustable speed drive (ASD) applications

[2,3] . This work has utilized a proof-of-concept machine

constructed with a stator winding connection based on the work



of L. J. Hunt [4] and later developed by Creedy [5], which

enables the effective inclusion of two windings of different

pole numbers within one machine frame. The rotor design

incorporates work by Creedy and Broadway [5,6] and is

mechanically simple enough to be die-cast while at the same

time retaining the capability of supporting two fields of

different pole numbers and different frequencies in the

stator. A schematic of the laboratory BDFM is shown in Fig.

4.1. The power conversion for the secondary (or control)

stator winding terminals is provided by a series resonant

converter achieving voltage waveforms with very low harmonic

distortion.

Although providing insight into the principles of

operation, understandably, the laboratory prototype did not

achieve the performance thought possible of BDFM systems.

Presently, efforts are underway to optimize the machine design

and investigate if commercial feasibility can be attained. To

aid in the investigation of design alternatives, a detailed

computer model has been developed [7]. While not attempting

to replace simpler models [8,9] in system studies, the

detailed model allows for design studies where parameters and

thus performance can be linked directly to machine geometry

and winding design [10] and forms the basic tool for analyzing

various stator design options in the present paper. This

allows for a detailed investigation of design alternatives as

suggested by more fundamental analysis techniques, such as a

magnetic field approach [11].
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Figure 4.1. BDFM Drive Schematic.
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4.2. Stator Winding Configurations

References [2-7] discuss the incorporation of windings

capable of producing two different pole numbers, 2P and 2P

from the same set of stator coils, in order to promote

improved stator conductor and slot utilization. Thus, a

thorough analysis of stator coil configuration and connection

is essential for optimized BDFM designs.

4.2.1. Experimental Machine

Fig. 4.1 shows a schematic representation of the proof-

of -concept prototype. The machine has a double layer winding

in 36 stator slots. The individual coils are connected into

nine coil groups, which in turn are arranged in three,

Y-connected sets. These coil sets can be considered as being

positioned at 00, 40°, and 80° from a reference axis. Two

independent three-phase supplies represent the 60 Hz utility

grid (A, B, C) and the output of the power converter (a, b,

C), respectively. The distribution and interconnection of the

coil groups is such that balanced three-phase currents flowing

in from terminals A, B, C produce air gap flux of one pole

number (six for the experimental machine), whereas currents

supplied by the converter through terminals a, b, c produce a

different pole number (two for the experimental machine).

While appearing far more complicated than the windings of

a conventional induction machine, the BDFM windings as
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described in Fig. 4.1 can be obtained by appropriate

connection of conventional double-layer coils. For the

experimental machine with a coil span of 9 stator slots,

appropriate adjacent coils were used to form the coil groups,

as described in detail in Reference [3] . Considering the

given 6-pole and 2-pole coil group connections, this achieves

a good balance between the two different pole numbers, when

equal current forcing of each stator coil is assumed.

The resulting 6-pole and 2-pole winding distributions for

the experimental machine are illustrated in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3.

(Note: This winding distribution also forms the per unit base

for all further winding distributions analyzed.) Inspection

of Fig. 4.1 shows that coil groups gl, g2, and g3 form the

A-phase of the 6-pole winding; these three coil groups are

symmetrically distributed around the stator and hence form a

balanced set (i.e., the mutual coupling from gl to g2, g2 to

g3, and gi to g3 are all equal). Coil groups gi, g4, and g7

form the a-phase of the 2-pole winding; these coil groups do

not form a balanced set (i.e., the mutual coupling from gl to

g4, and g4 to g7 are equal, but are not equal to the coupling

from gl to g7) . Hence the assumption of current forcing of

the 6-pole system is valid, but the current forcing of the

two-pole system will be uneven and will result in field
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distortion, internal circulating currents and uneven heating

of coils. Since the given design requires each coil to

support currents of two different frequencies, the occurrence

of stator unbalance also weakens the frequency separation and

allows a distortion of the currents drawn from the utility

supply. Consequently, alternative stator winding designs need

to be investigated, which not only produce fields of two

different pole numbers, but which also provide for current

balance among the stator coil groups.

4.2.2. Variation of Coil Span

One degree of design freedom for the stator is to vary

the coil span of the windings. A full pitch winding for the

2-pole field on a 36 slot stator is 18 slots; a full pitch

winding for the 6-pole field on a 36 slot stator is 6 slots.

The coil span for a winding supporting both 6- and 2-pole

fields must compromise the optimum for one or both of the

fields. The detailed computer model was used to simulate

machine performance for coil spans ranging from 5 to 13. It

should be noted that a shorter coil span will reduce the

mutual couplings between coils and thus lead to a better

balanced winding. Also, a shorter span will improve the

6-pole characteristics, which seems desirable, since the bulk

of the power is to be drawn from the utility supply. However,

a short coil span will distort the flux pattern associated

with the 2-pole or converter supply and may impede the

controllability of the system in an adjustable speed drive

application.
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Varying stator coil span changes the coupling from the

stator to the rotor. The rotor consists of four nests, each

containing six loops as described in detail in Reference [10.

Each nest occupies 90 degrees of rotor span. As the spans of

the stator coils are increased, the coupling from stator coil

to rotor nest increases until the stator span exceeds the span

of a rotor loop. Hence the coupling from the rotor loop to

the resultant 6-pole field will be maximum for rotor loops

closer to 60 degrees (full pitch of 6-pole field) . Reference

[lOJ shows the bulk of air gap power transfer to occur here.

4.2.3. Distribution of Windings

It is possible to control the spatial harmonics of the

stator by distributing the windings. In the proof-of-concept

machine, the individual coils of a coil group reside in

adjacent slots. An analysis of air gap fields [11] suggests

that by skipping slots between successive coils of a coil

group, it is possible to alter the harmonic contents of the

winding distribution. Specifically, this reduces or

eliminates fifth and seventh harmonics of the 2-pole winding.

For example, consider a stator winding with a coil span of 6

slots and a skip of 2 slots between coils of a coil group.

Fig. 4.4 shows the A-phase for the resulting 6-pole, with the

appropriate winding distribution and the associated spatial

harmonics. Similarly, the characteristics of the resulting

2-pole system are illustrated in Fig. 4.5. Comparing Figs.



4.3c and 4.5c, the proposed alternative 2-pole system indeed

shows reduced fifth and seventh harmonics.

A number of alternatives can be devised which utilize

different coil spans and skip factors. A span of 7 slots with

a skip of 2 slots (7/2), for example, will reduce the fifth

harmonic even more than the 6/2 shown in Fig. 4.5, while

improving the 2-pole fundamental component. It should be

noted, however, that the physical constraints imposed by the

two-layer system rules out several promising alternatives,

such as 6/1 or 6/3 configurations.

4.2.4. Alternative Coil-Group Connections

As was explained in Section 4.2.1, a particular

difficulty of the nine coil-group connection shown in Fig. 4.1

is the unbalance of inductances of the three coil groups which

form the phases of the 2-pole system. Although there would

appear to be several connection possibilities for the nine

coil groups into three phases of three symmetrical groups

each, in practice there are only three unique alternatives.

These are: for phase a--gl, g4, g7 or gl, g5, g7 or gl, g5,

g9; for phase b--g2, g5, g8 or g2, g6, g8 or g2, g6, g7; for

phase c--g3, g6, g9 or g3, g4, g9 or g3, g4, g8. The first

alternatives are the connections employed in the proof-of-

concept machine. On inspection, the second and third

alternatives result in even greater internal unbalances than
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the first. All other symmetrical connection possibilities are

merely positional displacements or sequence reconnections of

the two initial alternatives. Consequently alternative coil-

group connections do not enable viable stator windings.

4.2.5. Isolated Windings

In the initial patent declaration and technical paper

describing the concept of the self-cascaded induction motor

[4], Hunt shows two electrically isolated windings of

different pole numbers. In subsequent work, the use of many

ingenious coil connections were developed to produce fields of

different pole numbers using common windings. The principle

philosophy behind the development of these winding connections

was to improve the utilization of the limited quantity of

stator conductor that could be contained in a slot of given

dimensions. The extension of this philosophy has lead to

pole-changing (PC) windings, pole-amplitude-modulation (PAN)

windings and phase modulation (PM) windings for induction

motors [12]. In a PC, PAN or PM induction motor only one set

of three-phase terminals is connected to a power source at any

one time. Hence the concept of improved utilization of slot

space is valid. However, in BDFN windings both sets of three-

phase terminals always will be supplied in normal, synchronous

operation. In addition, since the period of development by

Hunt and Creedy, 1907 to 1921, insulation materials have

undergone substantial improvements which have significantly

increased the ratio of conductor to insulator in a given slot



space. Thus the concept of isolated windings for the two

different pole numbers seems worthy of re-examination.

For the purpose of this study it was decided that, for a

fair comparison with the two-layer common windings system of

the proof-of-concept motor, the isolated windings also should

occupy only two layers. Thus, each of the 2-pole and 6-pole

systems is constrained to a single-layer winding. This

results in the winding connections of Figs. 4.6a and 4.7a as

the most viable configurations. A comparison of the space

harmonic components of these windings, as shown in Figs. 4.6c

and 4.7c, with those of the proof-of-concept machine, Figs.

4.2c and 4.3c respectively, shows negligible differences exist

between the 6-pole systems. The 2-pole system of the isolated

winding, however, shows a significant third harmonic component

not present in the common winding. This will result in

transformer coupling between the 2-pole and 6-pole systems

causing current waveform distortion. Other effects of the 2-

pole space harmonics, as indicated by Alexander [11], need not

be detrimental to machine performance.

In order to make a direct comparison of performance

predictions, isolated 2-pole and 6-pole single-layer windings

were designed that produced the same fundamental effective

ampere-turns as those of the common winding in the proof-of--

concept machine. Moreover, it was assumed that the terminal
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phase resistances of the baseline machine could be maintained.

Considering the coil spans and number of turns involved, this

seems a valid assumption.

4.3. Comparisons of Predicted Performance

The detailed design math model of the BDFM configuration,

which was described in terms of its formulation and

application in two previous papers [3,7], has been used to

investigate motors with different stator windings in simulated

ASD applications. The operating conditions imposed were as

follows:

load torque: 15 Nm (constant)

6-pole phase potential: 230 V @ 60 Hz

2-pole phase potential: 8.8 V @ 3 Hz and 24.7 V @ 10 Hz.

The operating speed of the ASD for these two different control

frequencies can be calculated from

N
+ PC

x 60 r/min

where f is the power winding frequency (i.e., 60 Hz),

is the control winding frequency (i.e., 3 or 10 Hz),

P, is the power winding pole-pairs (i.e., 3),

C is the control winding pole-pairs (i.e., 1).

Hence the two operating speeds are 855 r/min and 750 r/min.

At the given excitation conditions, the maximum available load

torque was also determined.

A typical set of computed motor responses to a

relatively slow control frequency change is given in Fig. 4.8.



The applied control winding voltage is ramped from 3 Hz to 10

Hz with a corresponding increase in voltage in order to

maintain an approximately constant control current, as shown

in Figs. 4.8a and b. The resulting power winding current,

from the uncontrolled line is shown in Fig. 4.8c, and the

open-loop synchronous speed transition is shown in Fig. 4.8d.

It is interesting to note that in this particular example the

model indicates that 79 VA is required to control an output of

1,343 W at 855 r/min, and 262 VA controls 1,178 W at 750

r/min. These figures are quoted here as an indication of the

capabilities of a BDFM ASD. The machine considered is not an

optimized design at this stage of the investigations and the

model technique does not allow for iron loss at this time. It

should be noted that a viable ASD realization will utilize

closed-loop control with converter current feedback for

improved response and stability, rather than the constant

Volts/Hertz control philosophy illustrated here.

Tables 4.1 and 4.2 compare the performance of machines

with stator winding alternatives discussed in Section 2: all

values are quoted as per units of the proof-of-concept machine

under the same imposed conditions.

4.3.1. Effects of Coil Span

Only results for machines employing coil spans of 9

slots and less have been included in the tables. Spans above

9 slots were found to require very large volt-amps into both
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control terminals (to insure stability) and power terminals

(to develop the required torque) . In consequence, such

designs incurred excessive losses. In contrast, as coil spans

are reduced, the input impedance seen by the control terminals

(2-pole system), decreases allowing an increasing control

current to flow from the constant applied voltage source.

This has two effects on overall machine performance: first

the losses in the 2-pole windings increase significantly and

second, the increasing excitation of the rotor increases rotor

losses but acts in a manner akin to increased field excitation

of a conventionally wound rotor (d.c. field) synchronous

machine. Thus for coil spans of 9 or 8 slots lagging kVA is

drawn by the power windings, whereas the power factor becomes

leading for coil spans of 6 or 5 slots.

Overall, because of the dominance of rotor losses on the

performance of machines with short coil spans, more efficient

machines are obtained for coil spans of 8 or 9 slots (80°

90°). In addition, production of the maximum available torque

favors selection of 9 slot-pitch coils. On examination of all

predicted performance parameters, the 9-slot coil machine

appears superior in all aspects except total harmonic

distortion of power winding currents. Thus, the selection of

coil span, chosen by trial and evaluation in practice, for the

proof-of-concept machine, is vindicated by this study.



TABLE 4.1. Steady-State Machine Performance for 3 Hz 2-Pole Excitation.

Stator Stator Rotor Total 6-Pole 2-Pole Maximum
Config- i2R i2R i2R VA VA Available
uration Loss Loss Loss (pu) (pu) Torque

(pu) (pu) (pu) (pu)

Span 9 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Span 8 0.98 1.53 1.23 0.81 1.69 0.76
Span 7 0.92 1.83 1.34 0.80 2.14 0.63
Span 6 1.21 1.95 1.54 0.84 2.47 0.66
Span 5 1.18 2.41 1.74 0.95 3.23 0.84
6 Skip 2 0.84 1.14 0.98 0.74 1.97 0.84
7 skip 2 0.69 0.90 0.79 0.74 1.53 0.97
Isolated 0.40 0.90 0.63 0.72 1.19 1.00

TABLE 4.2. Steady-State Machine Performance for 10 Hz 2-Pole Excitation.

Stator Stator
Constant

Rotor
Load Torcue

Total 6-Pole 2-Pole Maximum
Config- i2R i2R i2R VA VA Available
uration Loss Loss Loss (pu) (pu) Torque

(pu) (pu) (pu) (pu)

Span 9 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Span 8 0.75 0.99 0.84 0.60 1.60 0.82
Span 7 0.77 1.25 0.95 0.55 2.26 0.75
Span 6 1.23 1.69 1.40 0.65 3.00 0.73
Span 5 1.06 2.04 1.43 0.74 3.70 0.95
6 Skip 2 1.01 0.69 0.89 0.54 2.22 0.89
7 Skip 2 0.82 0.50 0.70 0.63 1.52 1.07
Isolated 0.16 0.32 0.22 0.58 0.70 1.09



4.3.2. Effects of Coil Distribution

The unconventional coil distribution connections,

described in Section 4.2.3 and shown in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5,

appear to have significant potential for use in BDFM

applications. The results of the computer study given in

Tables 4.1 and 4.2 for the "6 skip 2" and "7 skip 2"

connections, which were suggested by field analysis [11],

indicate that the required performance at both operating

speeds can be obtained with significant reductions in power

winding apparent power and with low conductor losses.

Improved torque maxima, compared with regularly connected

coils of the same span, were also indicated at comparable

levels of power winding total harmonic distortion.

4.3.3. Isolated Windings

The isolated winding configurations, shown in Figs. 4.6

and 4.7, were designed to duplicate the active air gap

conditions of the proof-of-concept machine. In terms of

maximum available torque production, at the two speeds of

operation considered in this study, the objective seems to

have been met. Significant improvements in the required

apparent power and greatly reduced conduction losses are

predicted for the configuration examined. This is not

surprising, since this design eliminates circulating currents

while maintaining low phase resistance. The performance of

the isolated BDFN shows great sensitivity to the number of

turns on the control winding which will have to be addressed

in design studies for specific applications.



4.4. Conclusions and Recommendations

A design study of alternative stator winding

configurations for a 6-poleI2-pole brushless doubly-fed

machine indicates the following points.

(i) The nine coil-group connection (shown in Fig. 4.1), when

constructed from conventional two-layer distributed

windings, suffers from unbalances which lead to internal

circulating currents. The choice of different coil

spans does little to improve this shortcoming. Three-

layer windings may provide connection alternatives to

overcome the internal unbalances, but at the expense of

additional winding complexity.

(ii) Unconventional coil distribution connections (e.g., "7

skip 2") promise improvements in the compromise of

requirements for the two different pole numbers needed

for BDFN windings. Further investigation is justified

in this area.

(iii) Isolated windings for the two different pole numbers

provide a flexibility of individual design for the two

systems and do not suffer from internal unbalance

effects. Possible disadvantages are slot space

requirements and high harmonic content of the larger

pole number. Potential developments to be investigated

include use of two-layer windings for the larger pole

number alone, and increased number of stator slots in

larger machines.



Additional BDFM development work needs to address

combining rotor design improvements [10] with stator

developments suggested above, and detailed investigation of

magnetic circuits and control strategies.
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Chapter 5

CORRELATION OF PROGRAM 11BDFM WITH PHYSICAL MACHINE

After considerable simulation effort with the isolated

windings, it was decided to construct a physical prototype

machine. The design goal was to match the magnetic

characteristics of the original "common° winding machine. The

six pole winding was designed to closely match the fundamental

of the winding distribution shown in Figure 4.2 (third spatial

harmonic); likewise, the two pole winding was set to duplicate

the fundamental of the two pole winding shown in Figure 4.3.

In order to meet the restraints of limited volume in the end-

turn area of the motor housing, the actual distribution of the

six pole winding employed two layers rather than the single

layer winding modeled in Program "BDFM."

Figure 5.la shows the six pole A-phase winding of the

prototype machine; while Figure 5.lb and 5.lc show the winding

distribution and spatial harmonics associated with the

winding. For a winding with 14 turns of 17 American Wire Gage

(AWG) in two layers, the third spatial harmonic in Figure 5.lc

closely matches that of Figure 4.2c. The two pole winding

consists of a single layer winding with 25 turns of 17 AWG as
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shown in Figures 4.la, b, and c. The presence of a third

spatial harmonic for the two pole winding indicates that the

frequency isolation between the six pole and two pole systems

will be reduced due to harmonic coupling. The rotor for the

original proof-of-concept machine was used again for this

machine.

5.1. Performance Comparison

5.1.1. Evaluation Scenario

A qualitative comparison was made to correlate Program

"BDFM" with actual performance of the prototype. The machine

(and simulation) started under no load with the six pole

terminals excited from the 230 volt, 60 Hz utility while the

two pole system was excited from a 3 Hz source. Power was

applied simultaneously to the machine from both sources.

Transient run up curves were taken for six pole current, two

pole current, rotor speed and electromagnetic torque. Table

5.1 summarizes the test scenario data.

Table 5.1. Test Conditions for Prototype and Simulation

Comparison

PROTOTYPE S IMULAT ION

6 Pole Voltage 230 V; 60 Hz 230 V; 60 Hz
2 Pole Voltage 26 V; 3 Hz 18 V; 3 Hz
Load Torque 0 N-rn External 1 N-rn

It was found that the required two pole excitation (26 V) for

synchronizing the prototype machine was higher than the 18 V



indicated in the simulation. Further, a load torque of 1 N-rn

was added to the simulation to account for extra shaft loading

since parameters of the mechanical system are not clearly

identified.

Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show six pole current, two pole

current, shaft speed, and electromagnetic torque for the

prototype and simulation, respectively. Figure 5.3e goes on

to show simulation results for one rotor current (loop 3 of

one nest) which is not observable in the physical machine.

5.1.2. Comparison

Figure 5.2 shows some deviation in overall rise time

since the "snapshots" could only be captured one at a time.

The rise and settling times for the curves of Figure 5.3 show

some deviation from those of Figure 5.2 since identification

of the mechanical quantities such as inertia and mechanical

damping were not known precisely.

Comparison of the figures shows some good correlation.

The two pole current for the simulation shows considerably

more coupling to the six pole than the prototype. The

simulation models two single layer stator windings while the

prototype employs two layers for the six pole. Both curves do

show inrush currents on the six pole typical for induction

machine starting before settling to steady-state; the

sumulation results shows higher inrush currents (30 A peak)
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compared to the physical machine (23 A peak). The physical

machine shows a higher steady-state level of current (7 A RIVIS)

than the simulation (3 A RNS) . Non-linearities of the

physical machine such as saturation and rotor bar skin effect,

which are not included in Program "BDFM," may account for

these discrepancies. Further, suspected imperfections in the

construction of the rotor become severe when the prototype is

operated at rated voltage. The actual construction of the

rotor uses bars which are not insulated from the laminations;

further, the rotor laminations are shorted together from

drilling the rotor slots in order to accommodate the

conductors. Core loss in the physical machine will tend to be

excessive. By changing the excitation of the two pole system
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in simulation, a closer match between the simulated and test

values of the six pole currents can be obtained, but only with

a corresponding change in the two pole current level.

The speed responses for the two systems show a mechanical

response similar to a lightly underdamped second order system.

The mechanical oscillations for the two systems before final

synchronization are reflected in the oscillations of

electromagnetic torque. The signals for mechanical speed and

electromagnetic torque shown in Figures 5.2c and 5.2d,

respectively, also show noise due to saturation and sampling

in the data acquisition system.

Program "BDFM" provides further insight into machine

performance by detailing performance of the component currents

as the rotor current for one loop shows in Figure 5.3e.

Observation of rotor currents on the physical machine is not

possible. This highlights the advantage of Program "BDFM" in

the development of the machine. The rotor current shows the

inrush current due to the starting conditions. The current

settles to a final steady-state value; the frequency of the

current reaches a final value of nearly 17 Hz.
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

The work presented in this thesis represents a

significant advance in the development of the BDFM.

Enhancements made for program "BDFM" permitted the

investigation of both the rotor connections and stator

windings. The studies further developed the concept of using

the BDFM as an alternative to existing technologies in ASD and

VSG applications. Keeping a castable rotor design preserves

the robust nature of conventional squirrel cage IMs. The

reduced power requirements of the 2P pole supply permit a

power electronic converter smaller than that for conventional

IM drives to be used; the smaller converter results in

significant system cost reduction and reduced harmonic

production.

Chapter 3 details the development of enhanced rotor

design using program "BDFM." Results show that torque

distribution of the bars of the rotor is not uniform as in a

conventional squirrel cage rotor. Loops closer to a pole span

of the 2P pole winding contribute more torque; since the bulk

of power occurs in the 2P pole fields, stator-to-rotor

coupling should favor the 2P pole winding. Loops spanning

less than 300 of the span of the larger pole number may be
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empirical characterization of the physical machine. Further,

ohmic losses due to thermal and skin effect in the rotor

circuits might add more detailed information on component

performance.

6.1.2. Machine Enhancement

Design improvements have been made on the stator or the

rotor in isolation; i.e., design changes were implemented to

the stator (rotor) while keeping a constant rotor (stator)

design, terminal excitation, and shaft loading. The BDFM

design should develop as a system. Overall design must

consider application requirements such as practical range of

operating speeds and torque loading. Since the bulk of power

transfer occurs in the 2P pole fields, rotor design tends to

favor stator-to-rotor coupling to that field. Applications

requiring high torque at very low speed may require a better

coupling to the 2P pole field. Perhaps a complementary rotor

connection could be developed which would couple strongly to

the 2P pole field with little coupling to the 2P pole field.

Work with the isolated stator windings allows another

degree of design freedom: changes in the 2P (or 2P) pole

winding may be made without altering the 2P (or 2P) pole

winding. Design improvements for conventional IMs become

applicable to BDFM development with the added limitation of

having two windings in a given slot space. While the "common"

windings proposed by Hunt [1], Creedy [2], and Broadway [3]

suffer from internal unbalances, they still merit further
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investigation. Incorporation of a three layer connection may

eliminate or reduce the unbalances. Also, alternatives such

as the winding connection which provides P=2P due to the

Dahiander connection may provide an alternative without the

complications of the P=3P system of Creedy [2] and Broadway

[3-4]

Overall rating of the BDFM for a given magnetic frame

requires study. Determination of possible derating of the

isolated winding system may be necessary since each winding

occupies only a fraction of each slot. As discussed

previously, for a 2P=6 pole and 2P=2 pole machine 75% of the

power is transferred by the 2P pole fields and only 25% of

the power is transferred by the 2P pole field. In the

experimental machine the 2P=6 pole winding has two layers of

14 turns (times six conductors in parallel) of 18 AWG wire

while the 2P pole winding has one layer of 25 turns (times

six conductors in parallel) of 18 AWG wire; each layer

accounts for roughly 50% of the cross sectional area of a

stator slot. Some derating of the machine may be required

since 75% of the power must be accommodated in only 50% of the

cross section of a stator slot. Rating of the "common'

winding connection also requires further study. While each

coil of the "common" connection uses 100% of the cross section

of a stator slot, the ampacity of the conductors must
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accommodate currents of both the 2P pole and 2P pole

supplies.

Comparison of the BDFM to conventional IMs is also

necessary. A BDFM where 2P=6 and 2P=2 has a peak synchronous

speed of 900 rpm (from equation 2.11); this matches the

synchronous speed of an 8 pole IM which should provide the

basis for comparison with the BDFM. Since the BDFM is a more

complicated machine than an IM, its efficiency will likely be

slightly lower. When viewed as an overall system (machine

plus power electronic converter), however, the BDFM system may

prove to be superior.

The machines studied in this thesis depend on stator

fields which are contra-rotating. Such machines have a

maximum speed of

f
(I) = * 60 (rpm) 6.1

Pp + PC

when DC is supplied to the two pole terminals. By having both

stator fields travel in the same direction, the mechanical

speed could be increased to

f +
Q) = * 60 (rpm)

+

27r(f + f)
= (rad/sec) 6.2

(P + C)

Comparing this formula to 3.3, shows that the control winding

would extend the speed to go above the base speed shown 6.1.
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Development of such a BDFM rests in developing a rotor which

can support two stator fields of different pole number which

rotate in the same direction.

6.1.3. System Control

Implementation of various control schemes leaves the

greatest room for development of the BDFM system. In VSG

applications, the BDFM system may be used to absorb or

generate reactive as well as active power. Production of

reactive power may cause operation of the BDFM to be at an

unacceptable efficiency. The tradeoffs between operating

efficiency and output demand should be included in the

development of operating strategies.

In ASD applications, system identification techniques may

be applied to facilitate reduced order modeling. Use of a

dynamic model and steady state model as given by Li et al.

[13) or Alexander [10] may be useful in the incorporation of

control strategies.
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